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in	the	bathroom”.	1932.	Weibo.	Accessed	May	28th,	2017.	 	http://www.weibo.com/ttarticle/p/show?id=2309404108718353592141&mod=zwenzhang%3Fcomment=1	 		Fig.	4-8………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………85	(Left)	Ye,	Qianyu	(叶浅予).	“The	Editorial	Illustration	in	Ling	Long	Pictorial”.	1932.	Columbia	University	Library.	In	玲珑(Ling	Long	Pictorial).	Vol.	2,	issue	42.	上海：华商三和公司出版部	 (Shanghai:	Hua	shang	san	he	gong	si	chu	ban	bu).	Page	1673.	 		(Middle)	 	Ye,	Qianyu	(叶浅予).	“The	Editorial	Illustration	in	Ling	Long	Pictorial”.	1932.	Columbia	University	Library.	In	玲珑(Ling	Long	Pictorial).	Vol.	2,	issue	50.	上海：华商三和公司出版部	 (Shanghai:	Hua	shang	san	he	gong	si	chu	ban	bu).	Page	2063		(Right)	Ye,	Qianyu	(叶浅予).	“The	Editorial	Illustration	in	Ling	Long	Pictorial”.	1932.	Columbia	University	Library.	In	玲珑(Ling	Long	Pictorial).	Vol.	2,	issue	72.	上海：华商三和公司出版部	 (Shanghai:	Hua	shang	san	he	gong	si	chu	ban	bu).	Page	1029.		Fig.	4-9………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………85	(Left)	Lu,	 Shaofei	 (鲁少飞).	 “Editorial	 Illustration	 in	 Magazine	 Shanghai	 Sketch	 II:	 Young	 Girl	 and	Married	Woman”.	1928.	Accessed	October	28th,	2016.	 	http://www.nickstember.com/shanghai-manhua-societychapter-5-breaking-fellowship/		(Right)	 	Lu,	Shaofei	 (鲁少飞).	 “Editorial	 Illustration	 in	Magazine	Shanghai	Sketch	 II:	New	Styles	of	Early	Summer”.	1928.	Accessed	October	28th,	2016.	 	http://www.nickstember.com/shanghai-manhua-societychapter-5-breaking-fellowship/		Fig.	4-10………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………86	Fang,	Xuegu	(方雪鸪)	and	Liang,	Taoyun	(梁韬云).	“Covers	of	Magazine	The	Cosmopolitan”.	1930s.	Private	Collection.	Accessed	October	14th,	2016.	 	http://news.163.com/09/0305/08/53KM53B800011244.html		Fig.	4-11………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………86	Guo,	 Jianying	 (郭建英).	 “Covers	 of	 Periodical	 The	Women's	 Pictorial”.	 1934.	 Private	 Collection.	Accessed	October	25th,	2016.	http://www.douban.com/doulist/40587734/		Fig.	4-12………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………88	Anon.	 “Vintage	 Coca-Cola	 Advertisement	 with	 Calendar”.	 1902-1909.	 Coca-Cola	 Company.	 	Accessed	 November	 7th,	 2015.	 http://vintagevir2.wordpress.com/2014/02/22/collecting-101-coca-cola/		Fig.	4-13………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………88	Ni,	Gengye	(倪耕野).	“Calendar	Pictures	Showing	the	Chinese	Style	Border	Layout”.	1910s.	In	中
国近代广告文化	 (Chinese	Modern	Advertisement	Culture)	by	Zhao	Chen	(赵琛).	台湾：大计文化
事业有限公司(Taiwan:	Daji	Culture	Company).	2002.	Page	221.	 			
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Fig.	4-14………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………88	Jin,	Meisheng	 (金梅生).	 “Four	Season	Beauties	Calendar	Pictures	 for	Fengtian	Taiyang	Cigarette	Company”.	1930s.	In	老月份牌年画：最后一瞥	 (The	Last	Glance	of	Vintage	Calendar	Pictures)	by	Gao	Yan	(高艳)	and	Deng	Ming	(邓明).	上海：上海画报	 (Shanghai:	Shanghai	Huabao).	2003.	Page	70-71.	 		Fig.	4-15………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………90	(Left)	Anon.	“Calendar	Pictures	of	Yin	Dan	Shi	Lin	with	Calendar”.	1936.	Private	Collection.	In	都会摩登：
月份牌 1910-1930s	 (1910~1930s	 Calendar	 Posters	 of	 the	 Mode)	 by	 	Wu	 Hao	 (吴昊)	 and	 Zhuo	Botang	(卓伯棠).	香港：三联书店	 (Hongkong:	Joint	Publishing).	1994.	Page	20.		(Right)	 	Anon.	“Calendar	Pictures	of	Yin	Dan	Shi	Lin	without	Calendar”.	1930s.	Private	Collection.	In	都会
摩登：月份牌 1910-1930s	 (1910~1930s	 Calendar	 Posters	 of	 the	Mode)	 by	 	Wu	Hao	 (吴昊)	 and	Zhuo	Botang	(卓伯棠).	香港：三联书店	 (Hongkong:	Joint	Publishing).	1994.	Page	33.		Fig.	4-16………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………91	Jin	Meisheng	(金梅生).	“Calendar	Girl	in	Advertisement	of	Tolley	Brandy”.	1937.	Collected	by上海
杨培明宣传画收藏艺术馆	 (Shanghai	Yang	Peiming	Promotion	Illustration	Art	Gallery).	Accessed	March	4th,	2016.	http://auction.artron.net/20120917/n266184_2.html		Fig.	4-17………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………92	Anon.	“Poster	of	Sincere	Company	Posted	on	the	Wall	of	Public	Pool”.	1920s.	Accessed	August	24th,	2015.	http://fashion.sina.com.cn/zl/fashion/2015-07-14/14183976.shtml		Fig.	4-18………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………92	Anon.	“Advertisements	of	Yun	Chang	Company	 in	Shanghai	Sketch”.	1928.	Accessed	October	16th,	2017.	http://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_1732881		Fig.	4-19………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………92	Ye,	Qianyu	 (叶浅予).	 “Advertisement	 of	Da	Xin	 Fabric	 Company:	 The	27th	 Lady	 in	One	Hundred	Fashion	Beauties”.	1932.	Accessed	August	24th,	2015.	http://www.ad518.com/article/id-3991		Fig.	4-20………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………92	(Left)	 	Anon.	 “The	 Covers	 of	 Shanghai	 Sincere	 Company	 Lady’s	 Dress	 Show	 Bulletin”.	 1920s-1930s.	
Shanghai	Boguzhai	Auction	Co.	Accessed	October	8th,	2015.	 	http://pmgs.kongfz.com/detail/6_66925/		(Right)	 	Anon.	 “Inside	 Pages	 of	 Sincere	 Company’s	 Lookbook”.	 1920s.	 Harper's	 BAZAAR.	 Accessed	September	10th,	2016.	http://dy.163.com/v2/article/detail/BU3JOQKK05188SSU.html		Fig.	4-21………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………93	Shanghai	 Fashion	Company.	 “The	Lookbook	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	Collection)”.	 1958.	Douban.	Accessed	March	17th,	2016.	http://www.douban.com/photos/photo/1801593213/#image		Fig.	4-22………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………94	(Left)	 	Anon.	“Compare	the	Styles	between	the	Soviet	Posters	and	Chinese	Posters:	The	Party	Guides	Us	Forward	to	the	Victory	of	Communism	under	the	Leader	of	Stalin	and	Lenin”.	1949.	Accessed	June	20th,	2017.	http://redavantgarde.com/collection/show-collection/1103-under-lenin-s-banner-and-stalin-s-leadership-move-forward-towards-the-victory-of-communism-.html				
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(Right)	 	Anon.	 “Compare	 the	 Styles	 between	 the	 Soviet	 Posters	 and	 Chinese	 Posters:	 Mao	 is	 Always	Connected	with	Our	Heart”.	1966.	Accessed	June	20th,	2017.	 	http://www.magnoliabox.com/products/mao-is-always-connected-to-our-hearts-chinese-cultural-revolution-poster-42-44181443		Fig.	4-23………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………94	(Left)	 	Anon.	 “Compare	 the	Styles	between	 the	Soviet	Posters	and	Chinese	Posters:	Be	Ready	Anytime	and	We	Loyalty	to	the	Country”.	1960s.	Pinterest.	Accessed	June	20th,	2017.	 	http://www.pinterest.com/pin/560698222328158578/?lp=true		(Right)	 	Anon.	“Compare	the	Styles	between	the	Soviet	Posters	and	Chinese	Posters:	Great	Country	Wide	Land,	We	Can	Do	What	We	Want”.	1967.	Etsy.	Accessed	June	20th,	2017.	 	http://www.etsy.com/au/listing/590335219/1967-chinese-propaganda-poster-chairman		Fig.	4-24………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………95	Anon.	 “Protect	 the	Great	Results	 of	 the	Cultural	Revolution”.	 1974.	 Private	Collection.	Accessed	January	27th,	2015.	http://chnm.gmu.edu/cyh/primary-sources/271		Fig.	4-25………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………95	Anon.	 “Insist	 on	 Doing	 Exercise	 and	 Participate	 in	 All	 Sports	 and	 Musical	 Activities”.	 1980s.	Private	Collection.	Accessed	January	27th,	2015.	 	http://www.atlasmagazine.com/illust/china_posters/china_p01.html		Fig.	4-26………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………96	Liu,	 Yuanfeng	 (刘元风).	 “The	 Early	 Fashion	 Illustration	 of	 Liu	 Yuanfeng”.	 1992-1994.	Wechat.	Accessed	March	29th,	2016.	http://freewechat.com/a/MzA5MDYzOTU3OA==/403313088/5		Fig.	4-27………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………97	Liang,	Yi	(梁毅).	“Digital	Fashion	Illustrations”.	2003-2017.	Weibo.	Accessed	December	13th,	2017.	http://www.weibo.com/p/1005051190496351/photos?from=page_100505&mod=TAB#place		Fig.	4-28………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………98	Yan,	Wei	(闫威).	“Screenshots	from	Adidas	Fashion	Film	Forest	Door	for	Adidas	Originals”.	Youku.	Video	File.	June	14th,	2015.	Accessed	September	9th,	2015.	 	http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMTI2MjIzMTMyMA==.html?f=26078592&from=y1.7-1.3		Fig.	4-29………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………99	(Left)	 	Wang,	 Youyi	 (王友谊).	 “The	 Photo	 of	 Live	 Painting	 Scene	 of	 LV	 Dinner	 Party”.	 2014.	 COSMO.	Accessed	February	14th,	2016.	http://m.mia.com/headline/detail/61722/289/1		(Right)	 	Wang,	 Youyi	 (王友谊).	 “The	 Fashion	 Illustration	Drawing	 Celebrities	 in	 the	 Party”.	 2014.	Zcool.	Accessed	February	14th,	2016.	http://www.zcool.com.cn/work/ZNjE0NzE1Mg==/1.html		Fig.	4-30………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………100	Wang,	Youyi	(王友谊).	“Five	Typical	Fashion	Illustrations	with	Western	and	Asian	Looks	Drawn”.	2014.	Accessed	December	21st,	2015.	 	http://art.china.cn/dress/2014-02/13/content_6664136.htm				
Chapter	Five	 			
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Fig.	5-1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………121	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Three-circle	Model	of	Chinessness”.	2018.		Fig.	5-2………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………128	Anon.	“The	Bad	Examples	of	Applying	Chinese	Elements	 in	Fashion:	The	Early	Fashion	Show	in	China	 in	 1990s	 and	 Zhang	 Xinyu	 in	 the	 Opening	 Ceremony	 of	 the	 68th	 Annual	 Cannes	 Film	Festival	in	France”.	2015.	Jing	Daily.	Accessed	October	30th,	2016.	 	http://jingdaily.com/10-most-memorable-chinese-moments-in-cannes-history/		Fig.	5-3………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………130	Swatch.	“2008	Olympic	Swatch	Watch	Facial	Painting	and	Fit	All	from	Swatch	Online	Shop”.	2008.	
Squiggly.	Accessed	August	20th,	2015.	 	http://www.squiggly.com/us/en/swatch-facial-painting-ge214.htm		Fig.	5-4………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………130	(Left)	 	Longchamp.	“Fashion	Accessories	of	the	Year	of	the	Horse	Collection:	Bag	Design	by	Longchamp”.	2014.	Jing	Daily.	Accessed	January	29th,	2015.	 	http://jingdaily.com/spring-festival-spotlight-year-of-the-horse-fashion-guide/		(Right)	 	Ralph	 Lauren.	 “Fashion	 Accessories	 of	 the	 Year	 of	 the	 Horse	 Collection:	 Belt	 Design	 by	 Ralph	
Lauren”.	2014.	Jing	Daily.	Accessed	January	29th,	2015.	 	http://jingdaily.com/spring-festival-spotlight-year-of-the-horse-fashion-guide/		Fig.	5-5………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………131	Alessandro	Dell'Acqua.	“Dresses	with	Qipao	Element	from	the	Alessandro	Dell'Acqua	Spring	2008	Ready-to-wear	Collection”.	2007.	Vogue.	Accessed	September	4th,	2015.	 	http://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/spring-2008-ready-to-wear/alessandro-dell-acqua/slideshow/collection#37		Fig.	5-6………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………131	Xiong,	 Ying	 (熊英 ).	 “Dresses	 with	 Qipao	 Element	 from	 the	 Heaven	 Gaia	 2017	 Spring	Ready-to-wear	Collection”.	2016.	WWD.	Accessed	October	7th,	2016.	http://wwd.com/runway/spring-ready-to-wear-2017/paris/heaven-gaia/review/		Fig.	5-7………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………132	Giorgio	Armani.	 “Dresses	with	Bamboo	Element	 from	the	Giorgio	Armani	Prive	Spring/Summer	2015	Couture	Collection”.	2015.	Vogue.	Accessed	March	3rd,	2015.	 	http://www.vogue.co.uk/shows/spring-summer-2015-couture/giorgio-armani-prive/collection		Fig.	5-8………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………132	Ford,	Tom.	“Dresses	with	Traditional	Patterns	from	the	Yves	Saint	Laurent	Fall	2004	Collection”.	2004.	Livingly.	Accessed	March	3rd,	2015.	 	http://www.livingly.com/runway/Yves+Saint+Laurent/Paris+Fashion+Week+Fall+2004/dSDr9K2LN2j		Fig.	5-9………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………132	Galliano,	 John.	 “Dresses	with	Blue	and	White	Porcelain	Colour	Schemes	 from	the	Christian	Dior	Spring	2009	Couture	Collection”.	2009.	Vogue.	Accessed	March	3rd,	2015.	http://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/spring-2009-couture/christian-dior/slideshow/	collection		Fig.	5-10………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………133	Xiong,	 Ying	 (熊英).	 “Dresses	with	Gradient	Colour	 from	 the	Heaven	Gaia	 2018	Spring/Summer	Ready-to-wear	 Collection	 in	 Shanghai”.	 2017.	 Now	 Fashion.	 Accessed	 November	 22nd,	 2017.	http://nowfashion.com/heaven-gaia-spring-summer-shanghai-2018-23305		
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Fig.	5-11………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………134	Marie	Claire.	“Western	Celebrities	in	Fashion	Pieces	with	Typical	Traditional	Chinese	Patterns	on	the	Met	Gala	Red	Carpet”.	2015.	Marie	Claire.	Accessed	May	9th,	2015.	 	http://www.marieclaire.co.uk/fashion/met-gala-2015-all-the-red-carpet-pictures-241670		Fig.	5-12………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………134	Anon.	 “Chinese	 Actresses	 in	 Dresses	 with	 Chinese	 Element	 Decorations	 on	 the	 Met	 Gala	 Red	Carpet”.	2015.	Accessed	May	9th,	2015.	 	http://cdramadevotee.wordpress.com/2015/05/05/met-gala-2015-hits-the-red-carpet		Fig.	5-13………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………136	Ngai,	Victo	(倪傳婧).	“Victo	Ngai’s	Illustrations	with	Chinese	Elements”.	2013.	Accessed	July	12th,	2017.	http://victo-ngai.com		Fig.	5-14………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………137	Anon.	 “Print	 Advertisement	 of	 Chinese	 New	 Year	 2014:	 Festive	 Campaign	 for	 Setia	 City	 Mall”.	2014.	Accessed	January	29th,	2015.	http://www.studiommcmm.com/projects/setia-city-mall		Fig.	5-15………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………137	Mitsubishi.	 “Chinese	 New	 Year	 Promotion	 for	 Mitsubishi	 Motors”.	 2012.	 Mitsubishi.	 Accessed	January	29th,	2015.	http://mitsubishi.jimisar.com/2012/01/cny-2012-service-campaign/				
Chapter	Six	 		Fig.	6-1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………140	Zhao,	Ting(赵婷).	“Maslow’s	Theory	and	How	it	Relates	to	the	Fashion	Area”.	2017.		Fig.	6-2………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………142	Zhao,	Ting(赵婷).	“Consumers’	Demands	of	Buying	Fashion	Products”.	2017.		Fig.	6-3.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………143	Zhao,	Ting(赵婷).	“The	Benefit	of	Applying	Fashion	Illustration	in	Fashion	Promotion”.	2017.		Fig.	6-4.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………149	Babyliss.	“Editing	the	Colour	Tone	of	Two	Pictures	for	Q7	by	Adobe	Photoshop:	the	Original	Photo	Comes	from	the	Official	Webpage”.	Babyliss.	2015.	Accessed	December	14th,	2015.	 	http://www.babyliss.co.uk/boutique-salon-power-blow-dry-2400w.html		Fig.	6-5.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………152	(Left)	 	Blumarine	and	Blugir.	“Photo	from	the	Blumarine	&	Blugirl	Fall/Winter	2014	Collection	Runway	Show”.	2014.	Cool	Chic	Style	Fashion.	Accessed	May	26th,	2015.	 	http://www.coolchicstylefashion.com/2014/06/blumarine-fall-winter-2014-collection.html		(Middle)	 	Sun,	 Jun	(孙郡).	 “Fashion	Photo	 in	a	Traditional	Chinese	Painting	Style”.	2015.	Xinhua.	Accessed	May	26th,	2015.	http://www.xinhuanet.com/fashion/2015-05/15/c_127797220.htm			 (Right)	Akrans,	Camilla.	“Fashion	Photo	from	the	Official	Ad	Campaign	for	Blumarine	&	Blugirl	in	Model	Thairine	Garcia”.	2014.	The	Fashionography.	Accessed	May	26th,	2015.	 	http://thefashionography.com/thairine-garcia-camilla-akrans-blumarine-2014-2015/		Fig.	6-6.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………152	Haibao.	 “The	 Comparison	 Photos	 from	 the	 2015	 Spring	 and	 Summer	 Dior	 Collection	 in	 Paris	Fashion	Week”.	2015.	Haibao.	Accessed	April	8th,	2015.	http://pic.haibao.com/pic/12008908.htm	
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Fig.	6-7.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………152	Anon.	“The	Images	Edited	by	Adobe	Photoshop	Used	in	Q17:	The	Original	Advertising	Photos	of	Actress	 Zhang	 Bozhi	 (张柏芝),	 the	 Edited	 Photo	 of	 Zhang,	 and	 the	 Original	 Photo	 of	 Model	Karolina	 Kurkova”.	 2007.	 Sina.	 Accessed	 May	 4th,	 2015.	http://ent.sina.com.cn/s/2007-11-05/ba1779515.shtml		(Right)	 	Andrieu,	Caroline.	“The	Images	Edited	by	Adobe	Photoshop	Used	in	Q19:	Two	Edited	Illustrations	with	 a	 Chinese	 Face	 and	 a	 Western	 Face”.	 2015.	 Full	 of	 Taste.	 Accessed	 October	 29th,	 2015.	http://fulloftaste.com/caroline-andrieu-not-fashion-illustrator/		Fig.	6-8..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………156	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Pie	Chart	of	Participants’	Age	Group”.	2016.		Fig.	6-9..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………157	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Pie	Chart	of	Q5	in	Questionnaire	1”.	2016.		Fig.	6-10..…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….159	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Bar	Chart	of	Cross-analysis	between	Q3	and	Q6	in	Questionnaire	1”.	2016.		Fig.	6-11..…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….159	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Bar	Chart	of	Cross-analysis	between	Q3	and	Q7	in	Questionnaire	1”.	2016.		Fig.	6-12..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…164	 	Zhao,	 Ting	 (赵婷).	 “The	Pie	 Chart	 of	 Cross-analysis	 between	Q17	 and	Q19	 in	Questionnaire	 1”.	2016.		Fig.	6-13..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………167	Zhao,	 Ting	 (赵婷).	 “The	Pie	 Chart	 of	 Cross-analysis	 between	Q22	 and	Q23	 in	Questionnaire	 1”.	2016.		Fig.	6-14..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………172	(Left	1)	Qingjian	 (青简).	 “Photo	 Collection	 about	 the	 24	 Solar	 Terms”.	 2011.	Douban.	 Accessed	October	23rd,	2015.	http://www.douban.com/photos/album/61629667/		(Left	2)	 	Lin,	Dihuan	(林帝浣).	 “Illustration	Collection	about	 the	24	Solar	Terms:	Traditional	Chinese	 Ink	Painting	Collection”.	2012.	Jian	Shu.	Accessed	October	23rd,	2015.	 	http://www.jianshu.com/p/04b1a83a263a		(Right	1)	 	Lumao	 (卤猫).	 “Gif	 Illustration	 Collection	 about	 the	 24	 Solar	 Terms”.	 2013.	 Douban.	 Accessed	October	23rd,	2015.	http://site.douban.com/106782/widget/notes/53481/note/290441430/	 		(Right	2)	Li,	 Xiaolin	 (李晓林).	 “Illustration	 Collection:	 Food	 in	 24	 Solar	 Terms	 Collection”.	 2015.	 Zcool.	Accessed	October	23rd,	2015.	http://www.zcool.com.cn/work/ZMTM2NTkzODQ=/2.html		Fig.	6-15..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………175	Zhang,	Shihao	(张诗浩).	“Four	Commercial	Illustrations	for	818	Jing	Dong	Mobile	Phone	Festival”.	2015.	Weibo.	Accessed	January	19th,	2016.	 	http://www.weibo.com/1221447262/Cwfuyb7Rf?type=comment#_rnd1520657374463		Fig.	6-16..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………177	(Left)	 	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Fashion	Illustration	of	‘Grain	Full’	Used	Idea	of	Chinese	Humour”.	2016.	 		
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(Right)	 	Zhao,	 Ting	 (赵婷).	 “One	 of	 the	 Imaginary	 Promotional	 Platforms	 of	 Fashion	 Illustration	 Edited	through	Photoshop”.	2016.		Fig.	6-17..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………178	(Left)	 	Anon.	“The	Inspiration	Photo	of	My	Memory	of	China”.	2014.	Uapid.	Accessed	January	27th,	2015.	http://www.uapid.com/index.php?s=/Design/show/id/1765		(Right)	 	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	First	Attempt	Draft	Fashion	Illustration”.	2015.		Fig.	6-18..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………178	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“Background	Patterns	with	Chinese	Characters”.	2015.	 		Fig.	6-19..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………179	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“Drafts	of	Using	Traditional	Chinese	Ink	Painting	Techniques”.	2015.		Fig.	6-20..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………180	Zhao,	 Ting	 (赵婷).	 “The	 Scanned	 Copy	 of	 Seasonal	 Plants	 in	 Each	 Solar	 Term	 in	 Zhao	 Ting’s	Sketchbook”.	2015.		Fig.	6-21..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………180	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“Several	Drafts	of	Composition	Selected	from	Sketchbook”.	2015.		Fig.	6-22..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………180	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Second	Attempt	of	Fashion	Illustration	‘Insects	Awaken’	and	‘Grain	Full’”.	2015.		Fig.	6-23..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………181	Zhao,	 Ting	 (赵婷).	 “The	Drafts	 of	 the	 Third	 Attempt	 Fashion	 Illustration	 ‘Greater	 Cold’,	 ‘Lesser	Cold’,	‘Grain	Full’	and	‘Heavy	Snow’”.	2016.		Fig.	6-24..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………183	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“The	Grouping	Process	and	Corresponding	Chinese	Dynasty	Concept”.	2016.		Fig.	6-25..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………185	Zhao,	 Ting	 (赵婷).	 “The	 Auxiliary	Model	 that	 Helps	 to	 Explain	 the	 Concept	 of	 24	 Solar	 Terms	Fashion	Illustration	Collection”.	2016.		Fig.	6-26..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………187	Zhao,	Ting	(赵婷).	“Flow	Chart	of	Creating	Practical	Fashion	Illustrations”.	2015.		Fig.	6-27..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………189	Anon.	 “The	 Inspiration	 Colours	 of	 the	Han	Dynasty:	The	Nine-colour	 Deer	 in	Mo	 Gao	 Grotto	 at	
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Fig.	1-1	(Left)	Fashion	illustrations	and	their	inspiring	photos	by	Nancy	Zhang,	collected	from	Nancy’s	
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Fig.	1-2	(Left)	Fashion	 illustration	 in	 the	 cover	 story	 of	 Hong	 Kong	 magazine	Milk	 by	 Nancy	Zhang,	Sep	issue,	2008.	 		
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Fig.	1-2	(Middle)	Fashion	 illustration	 in	 the	 cover	 story	 of	 Hong	 Kong	 magazine	Milk	 by	 Nancy	Zhang,	Sep	issue,	2008.	 			
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Fig.	1-2	(Right)	Fashion	 illustration	 in	 the	 cover	 story	 of	 Hong	 Kong	 magazine	Milk	 by	 Nancy	Zhang,	Sep	issue,	2008.	 		
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Fig.	1-3	 	Advertisement	of	Prada	SS	2008	Ready-to-wear	collection	by	James	Jean,	2007.		
	
Fig.	1-4	 	Screenshot	of	Prada’s	promotion	video	Trembled	Blossoms,	character	created	by	James	Jean,	video	directed	by	James	Lima,	2007.	
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Fig.	1-6	 	Art	works	of	various	artists	inspired	by	Su	Nan,	from	Hush	(2014),	Romain	Van	Den	Bogaert	(2014),	Can	Çetinkaya	(2014)	and	Jonghyun	Kim	(2016).	Figures	are	screenshot	from	Instagram.	
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Fig.	1-7	 	Art	pieces	in	collection	Water	Is	Deep	In	Beijing	by	Bu	Hua,	2012.	
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Fig.	2-1	(Left)	 	Watercolour,	fashion	illustration	expressing	dress	in	Christian	Dior	Haute	Couture	Fall	2010	by	Mats	Gustafson,	Vogue	China	(December	2010).	
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Fig.	2-1	(Right)	 	The	photo	of	Christian	Dior	Fall	2010	Couture	collection,	Paris	(2010).		
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Fig.	2-2	(Left)	Examples	of	drawing	Active/Sport	wear,	by	Anna	Kiper	(2011)			
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Fig.	2-2	(Right)	Examples	of	drawing	Soft/Drapey	material,	by	Anna	Kiper	(2011)		
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Fig.	2-3	Colour	sketches,	Macy's	Impulse	Collection	Sketches	by	Karl	Lagerfeld	(2011)			
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Fig.	3-1	Oil	on	wood,	Saint	Justina	of	Padua	by	Bartolomeo	Montagna	(1490s).	The	Metropolitan	Museum	of	Art,	New	York.			
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Fig.	3-2	(Left)	Woodcut	 fashion	 plate	 by	 Cesare	 Vecellio	 (1590).	 From	 the	 pioneer	 book	 of	costume	De	gil	habiti	antichi	et	moderni	di	diverse	parti	del	mondo.	Metropolitan	Museum	of	Art.	
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Fig.	3-2	(Middle)	Woodcut	 fashion	 plate	 by	 Cesare	 Vecellio	 (1590).	 From	 the	 pioneer	 book	 of	costume	De	gil	habiti	antichi	et	moderni	di	diverse	parti	del	mondo.	Metropolitan	Museum	of	Art.	
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Fig.	3-2	(Right)	Woodcut	 fashion	 plate	 by	 Cesare	 Vecellio	 (1590).	 From	 the	 pioneer	 book	 of	costume	De	gil	habiti	antichi	et	moderni	di	diverse	parti	del	mondo.	Metropolitan	Museum	of	Art.	
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Fig.	3-3	(Left)	Fashion	plate	from	magazine	Le	Mercure	gallant,	1678,	October.	This	page	is	the	copy	of	vue1	in	this	issue	of	magazine.	The	BnF	Digital	Library	Gallica.		
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Fig.	3-3	(Middle)	Fashion	 plates	 from	 magazine	 Le	 Mercure	 gallant,	 1678,	 October.	 These	 two	pages	are	the	copies	of	vue3	and	vue12	in	this	issue	of	magazine.	The	BnF	Digital	Library	Gallica.					
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Fig.	3-3	(Right)	Fashion	plate	from	magazine	Le	Mercure	gallant,	1678,	October.	This	page	is	the	copy	of	vue398	in	this	issue	of	magazine.	The	BnF	Digital	Library	Gallica.		
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Fig.	3-4	(Left	1)	Homemade	scrapbook	compiled	by	Barbara	 Johnson	 (between	1746	and1823),	V&A	Museum,	London,	England.	
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Fig.	3-4	(Left	2)	Homemade	scrapbook	compiled	by	Barbara	 Johnson	 (between	1746	and1823),	V&A	Museum,	London,	England.	
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Fig.	3-4	(Right	1)	Homemade	scrapbook	compiled	by	Barbara	 Johnson	 (between	1746	and1823),	V&A	Museum,	London,	England.	
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Fig.	3-4	(Right	2)	Homemade	scrapbook	compiled	by	Barbara	 Johnson	 (between	1746	and1823),	V&A	Museum,	London,	England.	
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Fig.	3-5	(Left)	Fashion	 illustration	of	men’s	coat	and	additional	pattern,	published	 in	Weldon’s	
Ladies’	Journal,	1883.			
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Fig.	3-6	(Left)	Fashion	plates	from	'Les	Robes	de	Paul	Poiret'	pochoir	colour,	drawn	by	Paul	Iribe,	published	by	Paul	Poiret,	1908.	Collected	from	The	Stapleton	Collection.			
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Fig.	3-6	(Right)	Fashion	plates	from	'Les	Robes	de	Paul	Poiret'	pochoir	colour,	drawn	by	Paul	Iribe,	published	by	Paul	Poiret,	1908.	V&A	Museum,	London.			
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Fig.	3-7	 	Advertisement	for	Burberrys,	by	anonymous,	London,	1918.	Collected	from	The	Advertising	Archives.							
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Fig.	3-8	 	Advertisement	for	Arrow	Collars	and	Shirts,	by	J.	C.	Leyendecker,	1910.	Collected	from	The	Advertising	Archives.								
	 32	
		
Fig.	3-9	(Left	1)	Cover	of	the	first	 issue	of	Vogue	magazine	by	anonymous	illustrator	(December,	1892).	
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Fig.	3-9	(Left	2)	
Vogue	cover	by	Coles	Phillips	(April,	1910).		
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Fig.	3-9	(Middle	1)	
Vogue	cover	by	Helen	Dryden	(February,	1921)		
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Fig.	3-9	(Middle	2)	
Vogue	cover	by	Eric	(November,	1930).	
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Fig.	3-9	(Right	1)	
Vogue	cover	by	René	Bouét-Willaumez	(July,	1941).		
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Fig.	3-9	(Right	2)	Vogue	cover	by	Erwin	Blumenfeld	&	Rene	Gruau	(April,	1954).		
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Fig.	3-10	Fashion	illustration	used	in	Vogue	inside	pages	drawn	by	anonymous	illustrator,	clown	 handbag	 and	 shoes	 accessories,	 December	 1921;	 and	 non-invasive	cosmetic	procedures	and	beauty	available	in	1928,	October	1928.	
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Fig.	3-11	 	Advertisement	illustration	for	the	perfume	Miss	Dior	by	René	Gruau,	1950s		
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Fig.	3-12	Inside	pages	of	Jackie	magazine	drawn	by	anonymous,	1975.	
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Fig.	3-13	(Left)	Cute	style	fashion	illustrations	by	Andy	Warhol,	Woman	with	Flowers	and	Plants,	1960.	Collected	from	CORBIS.	
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Fig.	3-13	(Middle)	Cute	style	fashion	illustrations	by	Caroline	Smith,	The	Queen,	June	1965.			
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Fig.	3-13	(Right)	Cute	style	fashion	illustrations	by	E.	Bernais,	Miniskirts	and	Tops	from	Gina	Fratini,	1968.	Museum	of	Costume,	Bath.	
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Fig.	3-14	(Left)	 	Inside	pages	Sun	and	Swim	Ideas	by	Hervé	Dubly,	International	Textiles,	1962.					
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Fig.	3-14	(Right)	 	Inside	pages	Sun	and	Swim	Ideas	by	Hervé	Dubly,	International	Textiles,	1962.	
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Fig.	3-15	 	Editorial	illustration	by	Steven	Stipelman,	Women’s	Wear	Daily,	1978.		
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Fig.	3-16	(Left)	Mixed	method	illustration	for	Cartier	by	ZOLTAN+,	French	Vogue,	1992.			
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Fig.	3-16	(Right)	Mixed	method	illustration	for	Christian	Dior	by	ZOLTAN+,	French	Vogue,	1992.		
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Fig.	3-17	(Left)	Digital	fashion	illustration	with	Adobe	Photoshop	by	Graham	Rounthwaite,	Levi's	
Silver	Tab	Print	AD,	1999.					
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Fig.	3-17	(Middle)	Digital	 fashion	 illustration	 with	 Adobe	 Photoshop	 by	 Jason	 Brooks,	 Elle	 UK,	November	1999.	
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Fig.	3-17	(Right)	Digital	fashion	illustration	with	Adobe	Photoshop	by	Ed.	TSUWAKI,	Vogue	Nippon,	September	1999.	 	
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Fig.	3-18	Digital	fashion	illustration	for	Gucci	by	Spanish	artist	Ignasi	Monreal,	2017	Screenshot	from	Instagram.		
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Fig.	3-19	(Left)	Promoting	email	of	Harrods,	June	2015,	screenshots	from	private	email.				
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Fig.	3-19	(Right)	Promoting	email	of	Harrods,	June	2015,	screenshots	from	private	email.				
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Fig.	3-20	(Left)	
Hermes’s	 website	 decorated	 by	 illustration	 and	 fashion	 illustration,	 July	 2015,	screenshots	from	official	website.							
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Fig.	3-20	(Middle	and	Right)	
Hermes’s	 website	 decorated	 by	 illustration	 and	 fashion	 illustration,	 July	 2015,	screenshots	from	official	website.	
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Fig.	3-21	(Advertisement	1)	The	 application	 of	 the	 concept	 of	 short	 fashion	 illustration	 film	 Trembled	
Blossoms	in	advertisement,	character	created	by	James	Jean,	2007.				
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Fig.	3-21	(Advertisement	2	and	3)	The	 application	 of	 the	 concept	 of	 short	 fashion	 illustration	 film	 Trembled	
Blossoms	in	advertisement,	character	created	by	James	Jean,	2007.			
	 59	
							
		
Fig.	3-21	(Wall	painting)	The	 application	 of	 the	 concept	 of	 short	 fashion	 illustration	 film	 Trembled	
Blossoms	 in	promotional	campaigns	in	Prada’s	flagship	stores,	character	created	by	James	Jean,	2007.						
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Fig.	3-21	(Screenshots	1	and	2)	Screenshots	 from	 short	 fashion	 illustration	 film	 Trembled	 Blossoms,	 character	created	by	James	Jean,	2007.	
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Fig.	3-21	(Screenshots	3	to	7)	Screenshots	 from	 short	 fashion	 illustration	 film	 Trembled	 Blossoms,	 character	created	by	James	Jean,	2007.		
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Fig.	3-22	(Left)	Visual	 merchandising	 with	 fashion	 illustrations	 in	 Zara	 Oxford	 Street	 store,	London	(photos	are	taken	by	author	in	Feb,	2013).	
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Fig.	3-22	(Middle)	Visual	 merchandising	 with	 fashion	 illustrations	 in	 Jaeger	 Oxford	 Street	 store,	London	(photos	are	taken	by	author	in	Feb,	2013).						
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Fig.	3-22	(Right)	Visual	merchandising	with	 fashion	 illustrations	 in	Chloe	PRINTEMP	store,	Paris	(photos	are	taken	by	author	in	Nov,	2012).	
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Fig.	3-23	(Left)	Editorial	fashion	illustration	for	Harper's	Bazaar	UK,	by	David	Downtown,	2006.							
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Fig.	3-23	(Middle)	Cover	 of	 fashion	 illustration	magazine	 Herself	 and	 the	 editor	 character	 created	for	this	magazine,	by	Luisa	Fici,	2013.								
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Fig.	3-25	Engraving	fashion	plate	Mademoiselle	Moreau	Dansant	a	l’Opera,	by	Jean	Mariette,	about	1660-1742.	V&A	Museum.	 	
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Fig.	3-26	Etching	 on	 paper	 The	 Four	 Seasons:	 Autumn,	 by	Wenceslaus	 Hollar,	 1644.	 The	Clark	Museum.	 	
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Fig.	3-27	 	Fashion	plate	in	British	magazine	Gallery	of	Fashion,	published	as	the	act	directs	by	N.	Heideloff,	July	1795.	The	Bunka	Gakuen	University	Library.	
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Fig.	3-28	Hand	 coloured	 fashion	 plate	 by	 Anais	 Tonodouze,	 French	 magazine	 Le	 Follet,	1829.			
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Fig.	3-29	 	Pen	 and	 watercolour	 fashion	 illustration	 by	 Helen	 Dryden,	 cover	 of	 American	
Vogue,	1922		
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Fig.	3-30	The	woman	in	red	hat	by	Eric,	cover	of	British	Vogue,	September	1936.	 			
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Fig.	3-31	Illustration	of	Christian	Lacroix	by	Rene	Gruau,	cover	of	Madame	Figaro,	1990			
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Fig.	3-32	Advertisement	for	Givenchy	by	Jean	Philippe	Delhomme,	1993.		
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Fig.	3-33	Vintage	advertisement	Twiggy	Lashes,	Yardley,	1967.			
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Fig.	3-34	Zoom	 in	on	 the	 face	of	Twiggy	style	 fashion	 illustrations	by	E.	Bernais	 for	Gina	Fratini,	1968;	and	by	Bobby	Hillson	for	Tricel	advertisement,	1968.	
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Fig.	3-35	(Left)	Art	Nouveau	style	Vogue	covers	by	Ethel	Wright,	April	16,	1903.	
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Fig.	3-35	(Middle)	Art	Nouveau	style	Vogue	covers	by	Hugh	Stuart	Campbell,	September	20,	1906.		
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Fig.	3-35	(Right)	Art	Nouveau	style	Vogue	covers	by	Jean	Parke,	October	10,	1907.		
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Fig.	3-36	Ladies’	 evening	 dress	 of	 the	 1890s,	 magazine	The	 Season,	 February	 1896,	The	
Delineator,	December	1897,	March	1898	and	March	1899.	
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Fig.	3-37	 	Mixed	 media	 fashion	 illustration	 by	 Jo	 Brocklehurst,	 drawing	 of	 Min	 and	 Val,	1982	(Left)	and	drawing	of	Tony,	1982	(Right).							
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Fig.	3-38	Illustration	for	cover	of	Vanity	by	Antonio	Lopez,	1983.		
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Fig.	4-1	 	The	Painting	of	Palace	Maids	in	Wang	Shu	Dynasty’s	Palace	(王蜀宫妓图)	by	Tang	Yin,	 1470-1524,	 silk	 painting,	 drawn	 during	 the	Ming	Dynasty,	 collected	 in	 the	Palace	Museum.					
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Fig.	4-2	(Left)	Variorum	 Illustrations	 of	 Three	 Rituals	 in	 Remade	 Illustrated	 Book	 The	 New	
Three	Rituals	Book	(新定三礼图),	this	copy	is	the	introduction	of	Gun	Mian	(衮冕)	and	Da	Qiu	 (大裘)	which	 is	 a	 formal	 costume	 for	 emperor,	 the	original	book	 is	compiled	by	Nie	Chongyi	(聂崇义)	in	1175,	the	copy	edition	is	compiled	by	Nalan	Xingde	(纳兰性德)	in	1673,	collected	in	Ancient	Book	House	of	National	Library	of	China.				
	 85	
		
Fig.	4-2	(Middel)	Variorum	 Illustrations	 of	 Three	 Rituals	 in	 Remade	 Illustrated	 Book	 The	 New	
Three	 Rituals	 Book	 (新定三礼图),	 this	 copy	 shows	 the	 formal	 costume	 for	countess,	 the	 original	 book	 is	 compiled	 by	 Nie	 Chongyi	 (聂崇义)	 in	 1175,	 the	copy	 edition	 is	 compiled	 by	 Nalan	 Xingde	 (纳兰性德)	 in	 1673,	 collected	 in	Ancient	Book	House	of	National	Library	of	China.	
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Fig.	4-2	(Right)	Variorum	 Illustrations	 of	 Three	 Rituals	 in	 Remade	 Illustrated	 Book	 The	 New	
Three	Rituals	Book	(新定三礼图),	this	copy	introduces	the	Shi	Xuanduan	(士玄端)	which	 is	 the	 formal	 costume	 for	minister,	 the	 original	 book	 is	 compiled	by	Nie	Chongyi	(聂崇义)	in	1175,	the	copy	edition	is	compiled	by	Nalan	Xingde	(纳兰性
德)	in	1673,	collected	in	Ancient	Book	House	of	National	Library	of	China.	
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Fig.	4-3	(Left)	The	copy	of	Qing	Imperial	Costume	Scrolls	(皇清职贡图)	by	Xie	Sui	(谢遂),	around	1775,	collected	in	National	Palace	Museum	in	Taiwan.		
	 88	
					
		
Fig.	4-3	(Right)	The	copy	of	Qing	Imperial	Costume	Scrolls	(皇清职贡图)	by	Xie	Sui	(谢遂),	around	1775,	collected	in	National	Palace	Museum	in	Taiwan.						
	 89	
	
		
Fig.	4-4	(Left	1)	Illustrations	of	depicting	the	dressing	detail	of	feminine	officer	Luogui	(罗鬼女官)	in	Guiyang	Anshun,	Illustration	Book	of	Miao	Man	(苗蛮图说),	by	Chen	Hao	(陈浩),	1796,	collected	in	the	Palace	Museum	in	Beijing.	
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Fig.	4-4	(Left	2)	Illustrations	of	depicting	the	wearing	occasion	of	feminine	officer	Luogui	(罗鬼女
官)	 in	Guiyang	Anshun,	 Illustration	Book	of	Miao	Man	 (苗蛮图说),	 by	Chen	Hao	(陈浩),	1796,	collected	in	the	Palace	Museum	in	Beijing.		
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Fig.	4-4	(Right	1)	Illustrations	of	depicting	the	dressing	detail	of	Ka	Youzhong	Family	(卡尤狆家)	in	Guiyang	Anshun,	Illustration	Book	of	Miao	Man	(苗蛮图说),	by	Chen	Hao	(陈浩),	1796,	collected	in	the	Palace	Museum	in	Beijing.	
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Fig.	4-4	(Right	2)	Illustrations	of	depicting	the	wearing	occasion	of	Ka	Youzhong	Family	(卡尤狆家)	in	Guiyang	Anshun,	Illustration	Book	of	Miao	Man	(苗蛮图说),	by	Chen	Hao	(陈浩),	1796,	collected	in	the	Palace	Museum	in	Beijing.			
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Fig.	4-5	Fashion	 illustrations	 of	 young	 ladies	 in	 book	The	 Newest	 Hundreds	 of	 Beauties	
Sequel,	by	Shen	Bochen,	1913,	private	collection.			
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Fig.	4-6	Editorial	 illustration	 Torture:	 A	 shy	 boy	 in	 tram	 in	 book	 Modern	 Shanghai:	
Hundreds	of	Western	Scenes	in	1930s,	by	Guo	Jianying,	1932.							
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Fig.	4-7	Editorial	 illustration	The	girl	dressing	 in	the	menswear	freaks	out	the	 lady	 in	the	
bathroom	in	book	Modern	Shanghai:	Hundreds	of	Western	Scenes	in	1930s,	by	Guo	Jianying,	1932.						
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Fig.	4-8	(Left)	The	editorial	illustration	in	Ling	Long	Pictorial	(《玲珑》),	by	Ye	Qianyu	(叶浅予),	
Ling	 Long	 Pictorial,	 Vol.	 2,	 issue	 42,	 page	 1673,	 1932.	 Collected	 in	 Columbia	University	Library.	
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Fig.	4-8	(Middle)	The	editorial	illustration	in	Ling	Long	Pictorial	(《玲珑》),	by	Ye	Qianyu	(叶浅予),	
Ling	 Long	 Pictorial,	 Vol.	 2,	 issue	 50,	 page	 2063,	 1932.	 Collected	 in	 Columbia	University	Library.	 	
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Fig.	4-8	(Right)	The	editorial	illustration	in	Ling	Long	Pictorial	(《玲珑》),	by	Ye	Qianyu	(叶浅予),	
Ling	 Long	 Pictorial,	 Vol.	 2,	 issue	 72,	 page	 1029,	 1932.	 Collected	 in	 Columbia	University	Library.		
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Fig.	4-9	Editorial	 illustration	 in	 magazine	 Shanghai	 Sketch	 II,	 Young	 Girl	 and	 Married	
Woman	 (少女与妇女)	 and	 New	 Styles	 of	 Early	 Summer	 (初夏的新装),	 by	 Lu	Shaofei,	1928.	
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Fig.	4-10	 	Cover	of	magazine	The	Cosmopolitan,	by	Fang	Xuegu	and	Liang	Taoyun,	the	first	issue	November,	1933,	issue	02	December,	1933,	issue	03	January,	1934,	issue	08	June,	1934,	issue	09	July,	1934,	and	issue	17	March,	1935,	private	collection.				
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Fig.	4-11	 	Covers	of	periodical	The	Women's	Pictorial,	by	Guo	Jianying,	issue	14,	16,	18	and	20,	1934,	private	collection.		
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Fig.	4-11	 	Covers	of	periodical	The	Women's	Pictorial,	by	Guo	Jianying,	issue	21	to	24,	1934,	private	collection.		
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Fig.	4-12	Vintage	Coca-Cola	advertisement	with	calendar,	from	1902	to	1909,	the	original	advertising	posts	are	collected	by	Coca-Cola	Company.					
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Fig.	4-13	Calendar	pictures	showing	 the	Chinese	style	border	 layout,	by	Ni	Gengye	(倪耕
野),	1910s.	
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Fig.	4-14	(Left:	spring	and	summer)	Four	season	beauties	calendar	pictures	for	Fengtian	Taiyang	Cigarette	Company,	by	Meisheng	Jin	(金梅生),	1930s.		
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Fig.	4-14	(Right:	autumn	and	winter)	Four	season	beauties	calendar	pictures	for	Fengtian	Taiyang	Cigarette	Company,	by	Meisheng	Jin	(金梅生),	1930s.	
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Fig.	4-15	(Left)	
Calendar	Pictures	of	Yin	Dan	Shi	Lin	with	calendar,	1936,private	collection.	
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Fig.	4-15	(Right)	 	
Calendar	Pictures	of	Yin	Dan	Shi	Lin	without	calendar,	1930s,	private	collection.	
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Fig.	4-16	
Calendar	Girl	 in	Advertisement	of	Tolley	brandy,	by	Jin	Meisheng,	1937,	collected	by	Shanghai	Yang	Peiming	promotion	illustration	art	gallery.		
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Fig.	4-17	 	Poster	of	Sincere	Company	(先施公司)	posted	on	the	wall	of	public	pool,	1920s.	The	 advertising	 slogan	 on	 poster	 means:	 Swimmers	 pay	 attention,	 please:	 the	swimming	 suits	 and	 caps	 in	 Sincere	 Company	 are	 excellent-designed	with	 high	quality.	
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Fig.	4-18	(Left)	Advertisements	of	Yun	Chang	Company	(云裳公司)	in	Shanghai	Sketch,	1928.	The	advertising	slogan	emphasizes	that	Yun	Chang	Company	 is	 the	 first	original	fashion	design	company	in	China.	It	also	usually	mentions	the	address	and	phone	number	of	the	company	for	promotion.			
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Fig.	4-18	(Right)	Black	 and	 white	 version	 and	 colour	 version	 of	 advertisements	 of	 Yun	 Chang	
Company	(云裳公司)	in	Shanghai	Sketch,	1928.		
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Fig.	4-19	 	Advertisement	 of	Da	 Xin	 Fabric	 Company	 (大新绸缎局):	 The	 27th	 Lady	 in	 One	Hundred	Fashion	Beauties,	by	Ye	Qianyu,	18th	Dec,	1932.	
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Fig.	4-20	The	covers	of	Shanghai	Sincere	Company	Lady’s	Dress	Show	Bulletin	(上海先施公
司女装特刊),	1920s-1930s.	
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Fig.	4-20	 	Inside	pages	of	Sincere	Company’s	Lookbook,	late	1920s,	collected	in	the	Beijing	Institute	Of	Fashion	Technology	Library.	
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Fig.	4-21	Cover	 of	 look	 book	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	 collection),	 Shanghai	 Fashion	Company,	1958.	
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Fig.	4-21	Content	 and	 inside	 page	 of	 look	 book	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	 collection),	Shanghai	Fashion	Company,	1958.	
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Fig.	4-21	Inside	 page	 of	 look	 book	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	 collection),	 Shanghai	 Fashion	Company,	1958.	
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Fig.	4-21	Inside	 page	 of	 look	 book	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	 collection),	 Shanghai	 Fashion	Company,	1958.	
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Fig.	4-21	Inside	 page	 of	 look	 book	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	 collection),	 Shanghai	 Fashion	Company,	1958.	
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Fig.	4-21	Inside	 page	 of	 look	 book	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	 collection),	 Shanghai	 Fashion	Company,	1958.	
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Fig.	4-21	Inside	 page	 of	 look	 book	 Fu	 Zhuang	 (1957-1958	 collection),	 Shanghai	 Fashion	Company,	1958.	
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Fig.	4-22	(Left)	Compare	 the	 styles	 between	 the	 Soviet	 posters	 and	 Chinese	 posters,	 the	 Party	guides	us	 forward	 to	 the	victory	of	Communism	under	 the	 leader	of	Stalin	and	Lenin,	1949.	
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Fig.	4-22	(Right)	 	Compare	 the	 styles	 between	 the	 Soviet	 posters	 and	 Chinese	 posters,	 Mao	 is	always	connected	with	our	heart,	1966.	
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Fig.	4-23	 	Compare	 the	 styles	 between	 the	 Soviet	 posters	 and	 Chinese	 posters:	Be	 Ready	
Anytime	and	We	Loyalty	to	the	Country	and	Great	Country	Wide	Land,	We	Can	Do	
What	We	Want,	1967.						
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Fig.	4-24	Protect	the	great	results	of	the	Cultural	Revolution,	1974,	private	collection.	
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Fig.	4-25	Insist	on	doing	exercise,	and	participate	in	all	sports	and	musical	activities,	1980s,	private	collection.							
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Fig.	4-26	 	The	Early	Fashion	Illustration	of	Liu	Yuanfeng,	by	Yuanfeng	Liu,	separately	drawn	in	1992,	1993,	and	1994.	
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Fig.	4-27	Digital	 fashion	illustrations,	by	Liang	Yi	(梁毅),	separately	drawn	in	2003,	2009	and	2017,	collected	from	Liang’s	personal	Weibo.		
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Fig.	4-28	 	Screenshots	from	Adidas	fashion	film	Forest	Door	for	Adidas	Originals,	by	Yan	Wei,	2012.	
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Fig.	4-29	(Left)	 	The	photo	of	live	painting	scene	of	LV	dinner	party,	by	Wang	Youyi,	2014.		
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Fig.	4-29	(Right)	 	The	fashion	illustration	drawing	celebrities	in	the	party,	by	Wang	Youyi,	2014.								
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Fig.	4-30	Five	 typical	 fashion	 illustrations	with	Western	and	Asian	 looks	drawn	by	Wang	Youyi,	2014.	
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Fig.	4-30	Five	 typical	 fashion	 illustrations	with	Western	and	Asian	 looks	drawn	by	Wang	Youyi,	2014.	
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Fig.	5-2	(Left)	The	 bad	 examples	 of	 applying	 Chinese	 elements	 in	 fashion,	 the	 early	 fashion	show	in	China	in	1990s.	
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Fig.	5-2	(Right)	 	The	bad	examples	of	applying	Chinese	elements	in	fashion,	Zhang	Xinyu	(张馨予)	in	the	opening	ceremony	of	the	68th	annual	Cannes	Film	Festival	in	France,	2015.							
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Fig.	5-3	2008	Olympic	Swatch	watch	Facial	Painting	and	Fit	All	from	Swatch	online	shop,	designed	by	Swatch,	2008.			
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Fig.	5-4	Fashion	accessories	of	the	Year	of	the	Horse	collection,	bag	design	by	Longchamp	and	belt	design	by	Ralph	Lauren,	2014.			
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Fig.	5-5	Dresses	 with	 Qipao	 element	 from	 the	 Alessandro	 Dell'Acqua	 Spring	 2008	Ready-to-wear	Collection,	designed	by	Alessandro	Dell'Acqua,	2008.		
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Fig.	5-6	Dresses	with	Qipao	 element	 from	 the	Heaven	 Gaia	 2017	 Spring	Ready-to-wear	collection,	designed	by	Xiong	Ying	(熊英),	2017.	
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Fig.	5-7	 	Dresses	 with	 bamboo	 element	 from	 the	 Giorgio	 Armani	 Prive	 Spring/Summer	2015	Couture	Collection,	designed	by	Giorgio	Armani,	2015.	
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Fig.	5-8	 	Dresses	with	traditional	patterns	from	the	Yves	Saint	Laurent	Fall	2004	collection,	designed	by	Tom	Ford,	2004.				
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Fig.	5-9	 	Dresses	with	 blue	 and	white	 porcelain	 colour	 schemes	 from	 the	Christian	Dior	Spring	2009	Couture	collection,	designed	by	John	Galliano,	2009.	
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Fig.	5-10	 	Dresses	 with	 gradient	 colour	 from	 the	 Heaven	 Gaia	 2018	 Spring/Summer	Ready-to-wear	collection	in	Shanghai,	by	Xiong	Ying	(熊英),	2018.	
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Fig.	5-11	 	Western	celebrities	in	fashion	pieces	with	typical	traditional	Chinese	patterns	on	the	Met	Gala	red	carpet,	2015.				
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Fig.	5-11	 	Western	celebrities	in	fashion	pieces	with	typical	traditional	Chinese	patterns	on	the	Met	Gala	red	carpet,	2015.			
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Fig.	5-12	 	Chinese	actresses	 in	dresses	with	Chinese	element	decorations	on	the	Met	Gala	red	carpet,	modelled	by	Zhao	Wei	(赵薇)	and	Zhang	Ziyi	(章子怡),	2015.					
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Fig.	5-13	Victo	Ngai’s	illustrations	with	Chinese	elements,	by	Victo	Ngai,	2013.		
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Fig.	5-13	Victo	Ngai’s	illustrations	with	Chinese	elements,	by	Victo	Ngai,	2013.			
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Fig.	5-14	 	Festive	campaign	for	Setia	City	Mall,	Print	Ad,	Chinese	New	Year	2014.	
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Fig.	5-15	 	Chinese	New	Year	promotion	for	Mitsubishi	Motors,	2012.	 									
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Fig.	6-4	 	Editing	the	colour	tone	of	two	pictures	for	Q7,	the	original	photo	comes	from	the	official	webpage,	the	photo	is	edited	by	Adobe	Photoshop.	 				
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Fig.	6-5	 	(Left)	Photo	from	the	fashion	runway	show	Blumarine	&	Blugirl	Fall/Winter	2014	collection;	 (Middle)	 fashion	 photo	 in	 a	 traditional	 Chinese	 painting	 style,	photographed	 by	 Sun	 Jun	 (孙郡),	 model	 Li	 Bingbing	 (李冰冰);	 (Right)	 fashion	photo	 from	 the	 official	 ad	 campaign	 for	Blumarine	 &	 Blugirl,	 photographed	 by	Camilla	Akrans,	model	Thairine	Garcia.	
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Fig.	6-6	The	 comparison	 photos	 from	 the	 2015	 Spring	 and	 Summer	 Dior	 collection	 in	Paris	fashion	week,	between	Yang	Ying	(杨颖)	and	Lucie	de	la	Falaise.	
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Fig.	6-7	 	The	 images	 edited	 by	 Adobe	 Photoshop	 used	 in	 Q17	 and	 Q19,	 (Middle)	 the	original	advertising	photos	of	actress	Zhang	Bozhi	(张柏芝),	the	edited	photo	of	Zhang,	 and	 the	 original	 photo	 of	 model	 Karolina	 Kurkova;	 (Right)	 two	 edited	illustrations	with	a	Chinese	face	and	a	Western	face,	by	Caroline	Andrieu,	drawn	for	Chloé,	2015.	
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Fig.	6-14	 	Photography	collection	about	the	24	Solar	Terms,	took	by	Qingjian	(青简),	2011.	 					
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Fig.	6-14	Illustration	collection	about	the	24	Solar	Terms:	traditional	Chinese	ink	painting	collection	drawn	by	Lin	Dihuan(林帝浣),	2016.	
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Fig.	6-14	Gif	illustration	collection	about	the	24	Solar	Terms,	created	by	Lumao	(卤猫),	2013.					
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Fig.	6-14	Food	in	24	Solar	Terms	collection	by	Li	Xiaolin	(李晓林),	2015.		
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Fig.	6-15	Four	commercial	illustrations	for	818	Jing	Dong	Mobile	Phone	Festival,	by	Zhang	Shihao,	2015.	
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Fig.	6-16	 	The	 fashion	 illustration	 of	 “Grain	 Full”	 used	 idea	 of	 Chinese	 humour,	 by	 the	author,	2016.	 	
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Fig.	6-17	 	The	first	attempt	draft	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2015.		
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Fig.	6-18	 	Background	 patterns	 with	 Chinese	 characters:	 fashion	 (时尚),	 by	 the	 author,	2015.	 	
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Fig.	6-19	 	Drafts	of	using	traditional	Chinese	ink	painting	techniques,	by	the	author,	2015.	
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Fig.	6-20	 	The	 scanned	 copy	 of	 seasonal	 plants	 in	 each	 solar	 term	 in	 the	 author’s	sketchbook.	
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Fig.	6-21	 	Several	drafts	of	composition	selected	from	sketchbook,	by	the	author,	2015.							
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Fig.	6-22	 	The	second	attempt	of	fashion	illustration	“Insects	Awaken”,	by	the	author,	2015.	
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Fig.	6-22	 	The	second	attempt	of	fashion	illustration	“Insects	Awaken”	and	“Grain	Full”,	by	the	author,	2015.			
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Fig.	6-23	 	The	drafts	of	 the	third	attempt	fashion	illustration	“Greater	Cold”,	“Lesser	Cold”	and	“Heavy	Snow”,	by	the	author,	2016.					
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Fig.	6-27.	 	The	 inspiration	 colours	 of	 the	 Han	 dynasty,	 painting	 on	 brick	 (砖画)	 and	 The	
Nine-colour	Deer	in	Mo	Gao	Grotto	(莫高窟)	at	Dunhuang	(敦煌).				
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Fig.	6-28	 	The	official	advertisement	of	KENZO	fashion	from	2013	to	2015.		
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Fig.	6-29	to	Fig.	6-32	The	original	KENZO	fashion	products	for	the	first	group	of	fashion	illustration.	
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Fig.	6-33	and	Fig.	6-34	Photos	 of	 the	 2009	 and	 2017	 Alexander	 McQueen	 collections	 for	 the	 “Pure	Brightness”	 fashion	 illustration,	 and	Vivienne	Westwood	 in	2017	Ready-to-wear	collection	look-book	for	the	“Grain	Rain”	fashion	illustration.	
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Fig.	6-35	and	Fig.	6-38	The	 photo	 of	 Anna	 Sui	 2017	 Spring	 Ready-to-wear	 collection	 for	 the	 “Start	 of	Summer”	fashion	illustration	and	Maison	Margiela	2017	collection	for	the	“Grain	Full”	fashion	illustration.	
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Fig.	6-39	 	(Middle)	the	original	long	painting	of	Luo	Shen	Fu	Tu	and	two	magnified	pieces.								
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Fig.	6-40	 	
Thousand	Miles	Landscape	Painting	drawn	by	Wang	Ximeng	(王希孟)	in	the	Song	Dynasty.								
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Fig.	6-42	to	Fig.	6-45	The	runway	photo	of	Dior’s	2017	Spring	Haute	Couture	collection,	Heaven	Gaia	2017	 Spring/Summer	Ready-to-wear	 collection,	Valentino	 Spring	2017	Couture	collection	and	Georges	Chakra	2017	Haute	Couture	Fall/Winter	collection.	
	 178	
	
		
Fig.	6-47	 	Big	cat	patterns	in	the	Gucci	Resort	2017	and	2018	collections.			
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Fig.	6-49	to	Fig.	6-51	The	photo	of	 the	Gucci	2017	Spring	Ready-to-wear	runway	show	and	the	Gucci	2017	online	 look	book,	Gucci	Resort	2017	runway	show,	and	bag	and	suit	 from	the	Gucci	2017	Spring	Men’s	Wear	collection.	
	 180	
		
Fig.	6-52	to	Fig.	6-54	Photo	 from	 the	 Schiaparelli	 Spring	 Summer	 2017	 runway	 show,	 Schiaparelli	Haute	 90-year	 anniversary	 fashion	 show	 in	 2017,	 and	 the	 Schiaparelli	 Haute	Couture	 Fall	 and	 Winter	 2017	 collection,	 and	 Fendi	 Fall	 and	 Winter	Ready-to-wear	2017	collection.	
	 181	
	
	
Fig.	6-56	and	Fig.	6-57	 	Photo	 from	 the	 Michael	 Kors	 Fall	 2015	 Ready-to-wear	 collection	 and	 the	
Valentino	Fall	2015	Ready-to-wear	collection.	
	 182	
		
Fig.	6-58	to	Fig.	6-60	Photo	 from	 Balenciaga	 2017	 Fall	 Ready-to-wear	 collection,	 Dice	 Kayek	 2016	Spring	Summer	Haute	Couture	collection	and	Armani	2015	Prive	collection.	
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The	24	Solar	Terms	Fashion	Illustration	Collection				
		
Fig.	6-29	 	The	‘Start	of	Spring’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.					
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Fig.	6-30	 	The	‘Rain	Water’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.					
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Fig.	6-31	 	The	‘Insects	Awaken’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.					
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Fig.	6-32	 	The	‘Spring	Equinox’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.					
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Fig.	6-33	 	The	‘Pure	Brightness’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.		
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Fig.	6-34	 	The	‘Grain	Rain’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.		
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Fig.	6-35	 	The	‘Start	of	Summer’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.		
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Fig.	6-38	 	The	‘Grain	Full’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.		
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Fig.	6-41	 	The	‘Grain	in	Ear’,	‘Summer	Solstice’,	‘Slight	Heat’,	and	‘Great	Heat’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.	
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Fig.	6-48	 	The	‘Start	of	Autumn’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.	
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Fig.	6-49	 	The	‘The	End	of	Heat’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.	
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Fig.	6-50	 	The	‘White	Dew’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.					
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Fig.	6-51	 	The	‘Autumn	Equinox’	fashion	illustration,	by	the	author,	2017.	
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Fig.	6-52	 	The	GIF	fashion	illustration	‘Cold	Dew’,	by	the	author,	2017.	
197	
Fig.	6-53	 	The	storyboard	of	the	fashion	illustration	GIF	‘Frost	Descent’,	by	the	author,	2017.	
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Fig.	6-54	 	The	storyboard	of	GIF	illustration	‘Start	of	Winter’,	by	the	author,	2017.	
199	
Fig.	6-56	 	The	fashion	illustration	of	‘Light	Snow’,	by	the	author,	2016.	
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Fig.	6-57	 	The	fashion	illustration	of	‘Heavy	Snow’,	by	the	author,	2016.	
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Fig.	6-58	 	The	fashion	illustration	‘Winter	Solstice’,	by	the	author,	2017.					
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Fig.	6-59	 	The	fashion	illustration	‘Lesser	Cold’,	by	the	author,	2017.					
203	
Fig.	6-60	 	The	fashion	illustration	‘Greater	Cold’,	by	the	author,	2017.	
